GotSoccer
From: Derek Yen <advancedleagues@azyouthsoccer.org>

Sent: 10/9/2020 4:00:54 PM

To: Team Contacts, Team Officials, Coaches

2020-2021 Arizona Federal Credit Union Advanced Leagues - October 10-11 weekend Updates
Teams,
This weekend is a busy one for soccer but not that heavy for Advanced Leagues.
We have games at the following locations:

• Copper Sky Saturday and Sunday: ASA Staff and Athletic Trainers on site. COUPONS
• Pioneer Park Saturday and Sunday: ASA Staff will be there both days and Athletic Trainer will be there on
Saturday

• NOSSantos Saturday: ASA Staff and Athletic Trainer will be on site.
• CCV Surprise Campus. CLICK THE LINK for google directions which are also available on the website.
REMINDERS:

• Temperatures are now dropping to what makes Arizona attractive during the fall/winter. Coaches should be
deciding before the game along with the referee whether they will have a water break. At this time water
breaks are not mandatory based on forecasted conditions.
• ALL FACILITIES THIS WEEKEND ALLOW FOR SPECTATORS ON THE FIELD: You must wear a
mask. That means coaches, players when not playing, and all spectators. There is a choice: 1) Wear a
mask and be on the field; 2) Don't wear a mask and don't be on the field.
QUESTIONS FROM YOU ALL: Here are some recent questions that I have been asked and the corresponding
answers

• Q: IF a player tests positive, what does ASA do about it?
• A: ASA follows the procedures and protocols identified on our website. CLICK HERE . If a positive case is
•
•

•
•

reported to ASA, we look at games played in our leagues as well as future games and depending upon the
scenario we notify teams, referees, etc. that are involved.
Q: Do we report scores in Advanced Leagues?
A: You do not report scores. There are a couple options available. If my staff is at the locations you are
playing (as identified weekly for example above), we do our best to collect the game cards and we enter
scores. If my staff is not able to collect them or isn't present, you should secure the Game Card and
scan/email to advancedleagues@azyouthsoccer.org
Q: What do I do if I don't like how a referee called our game?
A: Coaches and team officials may complete the Rate-A-Ref form available online on our website. I
encourage you to do this for both good and bad situations. Referees can use the positive feedback when
deserving. CLICK HERE

Sorry for the delay this week and we look forward to a nice weekend.

